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A SURVEY OF RECENT CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
FOR CONTINUED FRACTIONS 

W. J. THRON* 

1. Preliminaries. Let an, bn and z be complex numbers and 
assume that an ^ 0 for all n = 1, 2, • • •. We now define sn(z) = 
aj(bn + z), and inductively Si(z) = s^z), Sn(z) = Sn_i(sn(z)). Then 
Sn is a non-singular linear fractional transformation (l.f.t.) and hence 
can be written as 

S ^ = Bn_lZ + Bn 

where the An, Bn satisfy the well known second order linear dif
ference equations 

Ai = bnAn_i + anAn_2, 

Bn — bnBn-i + önßn_2, 

with the initial conditions AQ = 0, Ax = a1? B0 = 1, Bi = fox-
The continued fraction algorithm is a function K which assigns to 

the ordered pair of sequences {{an}, {bn}) the sequence {Sn(0)}. A con
tinued fraction is an ordered pair {{{an}, {bn}), {Sn(0)}) G K. The 
quantity Sn(0) = AnlBn is called the nth approximant of the continued 
fraction. One also uses the notation 

K(ajbn) = {Sn(0)} = {AJBn}. 

Note that 

(1.1) sn(cc) = 0 

always holds and that, if bn = 1, 

(1.2) *„(-!) =°° 

is also valid. These relations play an important role in the convergence 
theory of continued fractions as we shall try to bring out in a later 
section. 

In this article we are mainly concerned with convergence criteria 
of continued fractions whose elements an, bn are constants. Applica
tions to convergence of continued fraction expansions of holomorphic 
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functions are possible and have been made. We illustrate the situation 
by stating the general parabola theorem and applying it to the con
vergence of certain regular C-fractions (for a discussion of its history 
see [18]). 

THEOREM A. The continued fraction K(ajl) converges provided 
its elements an lie in the parabolic region defined by 

(1.3) \an\ - m(ane-^) ê { cos2o, -TT/2 < a < TT/2 

and at least one of the series 

/I A) V I a2 a2v I Y I fl3 ' ' ' fl2«-l I 

v = \ » a3 a2v + l ' v=2 ' a4 a2v « 

diverges. ((1.4) is a necessary condition for the convergence of con
tinued fractions K(ajl)). 

THEOREM B. The regular C-fraction 1 4- K(anzll) converges for all 
z inside the cardioid defined by \z\ < k(l + cos(argz)), k > 0, pro
vided for all n ^ 1 \an\ — 9t(fln) = 1/2&, and at least one of the series 
(1.4) diverges. 

Let {cn} be a sequence of complex numbers satisfying cn j ^ cn_Y for 
all n, but otherwise arbitrary. Then a continued fraction satisfying 
Sn(0) = cn for all n can be found. We have Sj(0) = ^(0) = ailbl = cit 

From this equation sl can easily be determined. Now assume that 
Si to sk_1 have been selected so that Sn(0) = cn is valid for n = 1, • • -, 
k — 1. Then to have Sfc(0) = ck it is necessary that sk(0) = Sk_l(ck). Now 
Sfc-i(Cfc) 7̂  0 since Sfe_1(0) = cfc_x 7̂  ck, and hence 5fc can be deter
mined. Note that Skl^Ck) = °° causes no difficulty. In this case one 
may choose ak = 1, bk = 0, for example. 

It follows from the above that continued fractions with complex 
elements having any desired speed of convergence can be constructed. 
Even though this fact has been known for a long time, there was a 
vague feeling that continued fraction expansions arising in a more 
natural setting would in general converge quite fast. This feeling was 
probably due to the well known excellent convergence behavior of 
regular continued fraction expansions of real numbers. 

It is only in the last fifteen years, and it is this period that we shall 
here be mainly concerned with, that this feeling has been replaced 
by some facts concerning speed of convergence of certain classes of 
continued fractions. However, much more needs to be done. 

Earlier results can be found in the books of Perron [14] and Wall 
[24] as well as in the survey articles [20, 22] of the author. 
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The reader's attention is also called to the article by W. B. Jones in 
these proceedings. He discusses some recent results on truncation 
error bounds. 

2. The condition sn(Vn) C Vn_l. For sets Vn in the complex 
plane, n = 0 ,1 , 2, • • •, the condition 

(2.1) sn(Vn) C Vn_x 

occurs in connection with many convergence results. This applies 
both to more recent results as well as to classical results. Particularly 
in the latter group the existence of regions satisfying (2.1) was in 
general not realized and in no case used explicitly in the convergence 
proof. We give some examples: 

Kiajl), \an\ =§ 1/4, Vn = [z : |z| ^ 1/2], (Worpitzky) 

K(llbn), 9t(bn) ^ 0, Vn = [z : &(z) ^ 0] , (Van Vleck) 

KiflJKl \hn\ S |an| + 1, Vn = U = [z : \z\ ^ 1], (Pringsheim) 

K(cn
2/1), |3(cn) | ^ 1/2, Vn = [ z : 8t(z) ^ - 1 / 2 ] , (Scott and Wall). 

Note that the conditions insuring the mapping requirement are in some 
instances less restrictive than those insuring convergence. The condi
tion (2.1) also is present in Wall's theory of positive definite continued 
fractions. 

In view of all this it seems natural to make the condition (2.1) the 
cornerstone of our investigations into the convergence behavior of 
continued fractions. While in the classical results the restrictions on 
the elements came first and the value regions were at best a by
product, for a general approach it is desirable to start with a sequence 
{Vn} of regions and to determine restrictions on the elements an, bn 

so that (2.1) holds for the preassigned regions Vn. More precisely, 
one can determine regions En in the product of the complex plane 
with itself which are such that (an, bn) G En implies sn(Vn) C Vn_i. 
The regions En may be empty or very small. It thus becomes important 
to choose the Vn so as to obtain regions En as large as possible. 

At this point it is convenient to introduce 

Ä = [ V: the boundary of V is a circle or straight line]. 

The elements of Ä are thus circular disks, half planes, or complements 
of circular disks. An element of Ä may contain none, part, or all of 
its boundary. 
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An immediate consequence of (2.1) is 

(2.2) Sn(Vn) = Sn_1(S„(Vn)) C SB_i(V„_i). 

Repeated application of (2.2) yields 

(2.3) Sn(Vn) C S1(V1) = s^V,) C V0. 

It follows that if 0 G Vn then Sn(0) G V0. Thus if 0 G Vn for all 
n = 1, 2, 3, • • • then V0 contains all of the approximants of the con
tinued fraction. This information can be used to extend known con
vergence criteria by employing the Stieltjes-Vitali theorem (see [20] 
for a more detailed description of this method). This approach has 
led to some very general convergence results. For some of these, other 
proofs have since been found, but for a number of others, 
in particular those for which the Vn are not elements of Ä, 
the Stieltjes-Vitali theorem still provides the only known proof. An 
example of such a result, proved by the author in 1949, is: 

THEOREM C. The continued fraction K(llbn) converges provided 

\b2n\ ^ /(arg fe2n), \b2n_l | ̂  4lf(n - arg fe2n-i), 

where 

/( 0) = /o exP I t a n a(x) dx, f0 > 0, 
J 7r/2 

and a( 6) is a continuous function of period 2n satisfying the two con
ditions 

| a ( f l ) | < 7 r / 2 - € 1 , € 1 > 0 , 

HO) - a(<p)\l\6- <p\ < 1 - e2, e ? <p,e2 > 0. 

(The conditions insure that the regions bounded by the curves 
r = f(0) and r = 4//(7r — 6) are both convex). 

Now let Kn = Sn(Vn). Then it is a consequence of (2.2) that the K„ 
form a nested sequence of sets. If we make the additional assump
tions 

(2.4) Vn G K n = 0 ,1, • • -, V0 is a circular disk, 

then it follows from (2.3) that all 2Q are circular disks. Let ^ be the 
radius of K^ Since the disks 2^ are nested lim Rn = R always exists. 
Further, if 0 G Vnk for a subsequence {nk} of natural numbers, then 
S„k(0) G Knk C Km, m = nk. Thus if lim Sn (0) = S exists then it must 
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be in the closure of K„ for all n. Hence |SW (0) — S| = 2RUfc, so that 
R = 0 is sufficient for the convergence of {Snj, (0)}. 

Thus we have a second method for obtaining convergence criteria 
for certain subsequences or the whole sequence of approximants of a 
continued fraction. The procedure, which we shall describe in more 
detail in the next section, consists in obtaining sufficiently tight upper 
bounds on i^ to decide whether lim 1^ = 0. 

3. The limit point case. Since lim / ^ = R always exists for a nested 
sequence of circular disks {£„}, only two, essentially different, situa
tions can arise. If R > 0 we speak of the limit circle case, if R = 0 we 
have the limit point case. A continued fraction for which the limit 
circle case holds may, but need not, converge. If the limit point case 
holds the continued fraction must converge. 

The quantities R» can be computed in various ways. Geometric 
properties of l.f.t. as well as integration, to compute the length of the 
circumference of the boundary of K», have been used. Generally it is 
convenient to study the ratios RnIRn_i. Since it is known that for 
all n, RnlRn^i ^ 1, it is frequently sufficient to estimate Rn JRn x 

for a suitable subsequence {nm}. The ratio Rn+JRn depends on a 
number of variables. Among these the quantity 

K= S n- 1(°0)= -Bn/Bn-l 

plays a particularly important role. It is of interest to note that the 
hn come up in many other contexts in continued fraction theory. 
So the condition Bn ^ 0, which is equivalent to hn ^ 0, oo ? is critical 
in many convergence arguments. Further, Lane and Wall [11] and 
Hay den [4] have investigated these quantities extensively. 

Recently, Field and Jones [1] deduced from the simple observa
tion that Sn(hn) = oo y together with the assumption » (p Vn, n = 0, 
1, 2, • • • the conclusion that hn ^ Vn. Thus hn is in the comple
ment of Vn. For continued fractions K(l/fon) this information about 
hn proved to be sufficient to obtain usable results for RnlRn_ly even 
when all Vn are different, a case which cannot be handled at all with 
procedures developed earlier. We shall now describe the earlier 
method. 

If bn = 1, then sn~
l(z) = u° sn° u~1(z), where u = — 1 — z. If 

an = 1 then sn~
l(z) = u° sn° u~1(z), provided u = — Hz. In either 

case 

K= sn-
1(°°) = v l os„"V • • -° srK00) 

= u °sn °s„_i o . . . o si(u~l(oo )). 
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For K(ajl) we thus have 

K= - 1 - s„° V i ° * * * ° *2(0), 

and for K(llbn) 

hn= -llsn° V i ° * * *° *i(0). 

If one now makes the additional assumption on the sequence {Vn} 
that 

Vn
 = Vm for n = m (mod 2), 

then one obtains /in E w(Vn+1) as a first approximation to the location 
of hn. In certain cases this is enough information to conclude that 
lim Rn = 0. However, in the endeavors to obtain largest twin-
convergence regions additional restrictions on hn had to be derived. 
These are quite delicate and depend on the fact that u(hn) is the image 
of 0 under n(or n — 1) transformations s. In the cases under con
sideration one was then able to conclude that u(hn) had to stay a 
certain distance, depending on n, away from the boundary of Vn. 
These ideas were developed in the articles [16], [18], [19],[13] 
and [12]. The result of Lange in [12] is as follows. 

THEOREM D. The continued fraction K(cn
2ll) converges provided 

(3.1) |c2n_! ± ia\ ^ p, \c2n ± t(l + a)\ ^ p, 

where \a\ < p < |1 + a\. Moreover 

V 2 n = [z:\z-a\^p], V 2 n _!= [ z : | z + ( l + fl)|^p]. 

Further, 

|ft2n-l + (l + flfcn)I^P*n, 

where kn= (n — l)/(n — 1 -h b(a,p)), b(a,p) > 0. Finally, 

*2n = \a2n\ip2- |l + flft2n-l|2) 

R2n-i 1(1 + ö)fc2n_! - a2n\
2 - p2 | / i2 n-il2 

< j d(a>P) 
— h(a,p) + (n - l)k(a,p) ' 

where d(a, p) > 0, /i(a, p) > 0, fc(a, p) > 0. 

While in the articles cited above the aim was to get the largest 
possible convergence regions, even at the price of very slow con
vergence (Rn ~~ n~€ in some instances), there has been recent work by 
Sweezy and Thron [17], Jones and Snell [7], and Field and Jones 

file://z:/z-
file:///a2n/ip2-
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[1], directed towards getting faster convergence for suitably re
stricted continued fractions of the form K(llbn). Results giving 
"geometric" speed of convergence (i.e., H„ < dn, 0 < d < 1) have been 
obtained in all cases. Whether a higher speed of convergence can be 
shown to hold for substantial classes of continued fractions is at present 
unknown. Also, deriving better truncation error estimates for K(ajl) 
by restricting the an = cn

2 to suitable subregions of the known best 
regions would be a very worthwhile undertaking. Basic tools are 
available in the papers [12] and [19]. 

We conclude this section by presenting a result of Sweezy and 
Thron [17], which is also contained as a special case in a more 
general result of Field and Jones [1]. 

THEOREM E. The continued fraction K(llbn) converges provided 

\K+ fff M^ f5f(l + ^-e)i« 

where h is an arbitrary real number and 0 < e < 1. Moreover 

R n / K „ . 1 g l - e ( l - ( ( 1 + ^ L 6 ) 1 / 2 ) ) • 

4. Convergence of the sequence of even approximants. It has been 
known for a long time that for certain continued fractions the sequence 
of even and odd approximants (the even and odd part) may converge 
to different limits (for example if bn > 0, ̂  bn < o° ). Also the "funda
mental inequalities" of Scott and Wall [24, p. 52] insure the con
vergence of the even and odd part of the continued fraction. This was 
the original approach to the proof of the parabola theorem for a = 0. 

However, the first to derive a convergence criterion for the even 
part of a continued fraction only was Perron [15]. The author [19], 
[23] was able to improve this result as follows. 

THEOREM F. In K(cn
2/1) let the cn satisfy condition (3.1), where 

p> \1 + a\,p > \a\, and 

(4.1) \c'L\^p2- |1 + a|2 + €,6 > 0 , 

then the even part of the continued fraction converges. 

We have as before V2n = [z : \z — a\ê p] and V2n-i
 = 

[z: \z+ a+ l | è p ] , hence the conditions p > \a\ and p> |1 H- a\ 
insure 0 €E V2n, 0 (£ V2n_i. Thus using arguments sketched in Section 
2 one is able to prove convergence of the even part but not of the 
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whole continued fraction. In the case where a = 0 an estimate for 
Rn was obtained, in the general case the Stieltjes-Vitali theorem was 
used. Note that to get the present result some condition of the form 
(4.1) has to be imposed on the cn. 

Convergence results for the even part (or in some instances the odd 
part) of a continued fraction have also been obtained by the method 
which we shall discuss in the next section. For results see [ 10]. 

5. A non-constructive elementary method. In most recent work on 
convergence theory the continued fraction is obtained from a certain 
sequence of l.f.t. This leads to the question: in what ways does a 
sequence {Sn(z;)} differ from an arbitrary sequence {Tn(z)} of l.f.t. The 
assumption 

T = f, o f„ o ...of 

is easily seen to be no restriction since one can set i± = T1? tn = 
Tn° T~li, n ^ 2 . However, a restriction tn(Un) C Un_l proved 
to play a key role in obtaining useful results. A study of sequences of 
this kind was undertaken by the author [21] and was applied to ob
taining the first elementary proof of the general parabola theorem 
(Theorem A). The method initiated in [21] was further refined by 
Hillam and Thron [6], Jones and Thron [9], [10] and Jones and 
Snell [8] and led not only to new proofs of old results but also to 
many new results. We now give a sketch of the method. 

Let Sn(0) be the approximants of a continued fraction which satis
fies (2.1) with Vn G Ä for all n ^ 0. By introducing l.f.t. vn with 
vn(Vn) = ^ where U is the unit circular disk [z : | z | = l ] , one 
obtains for tn = vn_l ° sn ° vn~

l the normalized condition 

(5.1) tn(U) C U. 

We consider Tn= tY° t2° ' ' ' ° tn, and observe that Tn = 
v0° Sn° vn~

l. The conditions (1.1) and (1.2) now become 

tn(Cn) = Vn, *n(£n) = « V 

Knowledge of the location of 0, — 1, o°, with respect to Vn leads to 
additional conditions such as 

(5.2) I C J ^ I , k | ^ l - € , o r | | f n | - l | ^ e ' , | |o>„|-l | g e ', 

for example. The assumptions (5.2) give the tn a property weakly akin 
to their being contraction maps, a concept introduced into the theory 
by Hayden [4]. 
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Condition (5.1) insures that the sequence {Tn(U)} forms a nested 
sequence of circular disks. Thus we have either the limit point case 
and hence convergence of {Tn(0)}, or the limit circle case. To condi
tions of the form (5.2) one now adds the assumption that the limit point 
case does not hold (i.e., the assumption R > 0) and is, in many 
instances able to conclude that in the limit circle case {Tn(0)} con
verges. Since {Sn(0)} is intimately related to {Tn(0)}, in particular if 
one is able to choose vn(0) = 0 (possible if 0 G Int Vn), one frequently 
can draw conclusions about the convergence of {Sn(0)}. 

The argument is completely elementary (no deep function theoretic 
results, such as the Stieltjes-Vitali theorem, are used) but it is not 
constructive and thus does not lend itself either to the determination 
of truncation errors or even to deciding whether the limit circle case 
actually occurs. It is known [21] that for continued fractions satis
fying the Pringsheim criterion |fon| = \an\ + 1 the limit circle case can 
occur. In Theorem A it is not as yet known whether the limit circle 
case is possible for a ^ 0 (it is impossible for a = 0). 

The advantage of the method is that it leads to a large number of 
convergence criteria. Many combinations of regions Vn, provided 
Vn 6: Ä and provided they are reasonably placed with respect to 
0, — 1, oo so as to yield conditions of the form (5.2), produce con
vergence results. There thus arises a question about overlapping and 
containment of different results. Some initial steps were taken in this 
direction by Jones and Thron [10], much more however needs to 
be done. 

We conclude by giving a sample of the kind of result obtained in 
[ 10]. This is a new result for which no other proof is known. Only 
the special case T = 0 was previously proved in [19]. The condi
tions in this case become 

|a2nl = P, | ö 2 n - i l = 2 ( p - c o s a r g a 2 n _ ! ) , p > 1. 

THEOREM G. The continued fraction K(ajl) converges if its ele
ments satisfy a2n-i €E El9 a2n G E2, where 

Ex = {w:p\w\ - H I + F)- (1 + H(£2 - |1 + r|2)| 

^ | i + r |(p2- |i + rp)}, 

E2 = {w : |i + r| in;| + \wT - r(|i + rp - |rp)| 

êptii + r p - |rp)}, 
and \r\< |1 + r | < p . 
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